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Abstract

positive data must be quite impoverished. Angluin's
(1980b) theorem, together with her (1980a, 1982) work
on concrete classes of formal languages, showed that
there are many nontrivial classes of languages identi able from positive data.
Angluin's idea of restricting attention to indexed families of recursive languages, where membership is uniformly decidable, has proved fruitful (see, e.g., Kapur 1991 and Zeugmann and Lange 1995). For instance,
Angluin's theorem has lead to easy-to-apply sucient
conditions for the identi ability of indexed families of
recursive languages. Finite elasticity of Wright 1989 is
such a condition (see also Shinohara 1990, Moriyama
and Sato 1993, and Kanazawa 1994). Moreover, Zeugmann, Lange and Kapur (1992, 1995) strengthen Angluin's condition in various ways to obtain characterizations of conservativity and other restrictions on the
behavior of the learner.
However, these developments have had little impact on
research that deals with r.e., possibly non-recursive languages, where Angluin's theorem and its consequences
do not apply. For instance, Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein's (1986) textbook does not even mention Angluin's
theorem they only present a watered-down version
of Angluin's theorem|referring to Angluin's (1980b)
paper|which characterizes non-eective identi ability
in the general case. One almost gets the impression that
the eld is split into two more or less independent areas
with dierent concerns, one dealing with indexed families of recursive languages and the other dealing with
classes of r.e. languages in general. No doubt this is due
to the fact that there has been no successful attempt
to extend the scope of Angluin's theorem to cover language classes other than indexed families of recursive
languages. A related eect is that people have paid little attention to the question of identi ability of indexed
families of r.e. languages. Crucial examples oered in
the literature dealing with r.e., possibly non-recursive
languages have often been classes that are not r.e. indexable (see, e.g., Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein 1986,
Jain and Sharma 1994, and Kinber and Stephan 1995).

We extend Angluin's (1980) theorem to characterize identi ability of indexed families of
r.e. languages, as opposed to indexed families
of recursive languages. We also prove some
variants characterizing conservativity and two
other similar restrictions, paralleling Zeugmann, Lange, and Kapur's (1992, 1995) results
for indexed families of recursive languages.

1 Introduction
A signi cant portion of the work of recent years in the
eld of inductive inference of formal languages, as initiated by Gold 1967, stems from Angluin's (1980b) theorem, which characterizes when an indexed family of
recursive languages is identi able in the limit from positive data in the sense of Gold. Up until around 1980, a
prevalent view had been that inductive inference from
positive data is too weak to be of much theoretical interest. This misconception was due to the negative result in Gold's original paper, which says that any class
of languages that contains every nite language and at
least one in nite language cannot be identi able in the
limit from positive data. Since Gold's theorem applies
even to the class of regular languages, it was taken to
mean that a class of languages that is identi able from
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metical hierarchy, or, equivalently, the functions recursive in 00 . Clearly, the limiting recursive functions are
closed under composition. If a function ' de ned by
'(x) ' nlim
!1 (x n) is total, then ' is limiting recursive whenever  is partial recursive (Gold 1965). When
there is a total limiting recursive function ' such that
yi = '(i), we say that yi is computable in the limit from
i.

The paucity of connection between the two lines of research in inductive inference from positive data is unfortunate. In this paper, we try to remedy this situation by proving an Angluin-type theorem characterizing identi ability of indexed families of r.e. languages,
where membership is uniformly semi-decidable (r.e.).
The characterizing condition involves nite `telltale' sets
as in Angluin's theorem, but also `warning' sets that
have to do with the recognition of counterexamples. The
theorem does not easily lead to simple sucient conditions as in the recursive case, but we provide one such
sucient condition. In addition, we prove a variant of
the theorem characterizing conservative identi ability
of indexed families of r.e. languages, paralleling developments in the recursive case. An interesting fact is that
one can distinguish at least three types of conservativelike behavior, which amount to an equivalent restriction
in the recursive case, but not in the r.e. case. We show
that the three restricted notions of identi ability are
characterized by successive strengthenings of the characterizing condition.

2.2 Indexed families of r.e. languages

We use standard notations and terminology from recursion theory (see e.g., Rogers 1967). In particular, 'i
denotes the partial recursive function computed by the
i-th program in some acceptable programming system,
'(x)# means ' is de ned on x, 'is is that nite subfunction of 'i which is obtained by cutting o the computation of i after the rst s steps, Wi = f x j 'i (x)# g,
Wis =Sf x j 'is (x)# g, and K = f x j 'x (x)# g. We have
Wi = s2N Wis , where N denotes the set of natural
numbers. We use capital letters F G H : : : to denote
total recursive functions.
We assume standard coding of pairs of natural numbers
and of nite sequences of natural numbers. If  is (the
natural number representing) a nite sequence, rng() is
the set of elements that appear in , and lh() denotes
the length of . If  and  are nite sequences, ^ 
denotes the concatenation of  and  . Finite sets are
also coded and put in one-one correspondence with N.

We can represent strings of symbols by natural numbers, so languages are sets of natural numbers. We call
an in nite sequence L0 L1  L2  : : : of r.e. languages uniformly r.e. if the set f hi xi j x 2 Li g is r.e. It is easy to
see that an in nite sequence L0 L1  L2  : : : is uniformly
r.e. if and only if there is a total recursive function F
such that Li = WF (i) for all i.
A class L of r.e. languages is said to be an indexed
family of r.e. languages if there exists a uniformly r.e.
sequence L0 L1  L2  : : : (an r.e. indexing of L) such
that L = f Li j i 2 N g. The indexed families of r.e. languages are precisely the non-empty r.e. indexable classes
of r.e. languages in Osherson, Stob and Weinstein's
(1986) terminology. Each total recursive function F determines an indexed family of r.e. languages, namely,
f WF (i) j i 2 N g.
An indexed family of r.e. languages can also be named
by an index for a partial recursive function. Let G be a
total recursive function with the following property that
WG(ei) = f x j 'e (i x) ' 1 g. We write Lei for WG(ei) ,
and Le for f Lei j i 2 N g. For each e 2 N, Le is a family of r.e. languages indexed by Le0  Le1  Le2  : : : . We
refer to e as an index of Le . If 'e is total and takes
its values in f0 1g, then e is an index for the characteristic function of the recursive set f hi xi j x 2 Lei g,
and each Lei is recursive. In that case, Le is an indexed family of recursive languages (Angluin 1980b),
and Le0  Le1  Le2  : : : is a recursive indexing of it.
When we refer to an indexed family of r.e. languages L,
we often write L = f Li j i 2 N g, assuming L0  L1  L2 : : :
is an indexing of L.

2.1 Limiting recursive functions

2.3 Identication of indexed families

Let  be a partial function on natural numbers.
Then nlim
!1 (n) is de ned and equals x if and only if
9m8n  m( (n) ' x). A partial function ': N ! N
is called limiting recursive if there is a total recursive
function F : N2 ! N such that '(x) ' nlim
!1 F (x n).
Obviously, the class of partial recursive functions is included in the class of limiting recursive functions. As
Gold (1965) shows, the limiting recursive functions are
precisely the functions whose graph is 02 in the arith-

By a recursive learning function, we mean a unary
partial recursive function whose domain is recursive.
(Such a function may be thought of as a total recursive function that takes its values in N funde nedg.)
Thus, when we de ne a function ' by '(x) '
i F (x) A(x i), where F is a total recursive function
and A is a recursive predicate, we let '(x) be de ned if
and only if 9i F (x) A(x i).
As usual (see Osherson, Stob and Weinstein 1986) an
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in nite sequence t = t0  t1  t2  : : : such that f tn j n 2 N g
= L is said to be a text for L tn denotes the nite
sequence t0  t1  : : :  tn;1 . A learning function ' is said to
converge on t to i if nlim
!1 '(tn ) ' i, ' is said to identify
an r.e. set L if, for every text t of L, there is an i such
that L = Wi and ' converges on t to i, and ' is said to
identify a class of r.e. sets L if ' identi es every member
of L. If L = Le , we say that a learning function '
identies L with respect to e (w.r.t. e) if and only if '
identi es L and rng(') f G(e i) j i 2 N g.
Our notion of identi cation of an indexed family of
r.e. languages with respect to an index of it is equivalent to the following de nition of Angluin's (1980b),
which was meant to apply to the recursive case, but
naturally extends to the r.e. case. Let L0  L1  L2 : : :
be a uniformly r.e. sequence of languages. A learning function ' is said to identify L0 L1  L2  : : : if for
every i and every text t for Li , ' converges on t to
some j such that Lj = Li . If L = Le and ' identies Le0  Le1  Le2  : : : ,  G(e '()) identi es L with
respect to e. Also, if  identi es L with respect to e,
then  i(() = G(e i)) identi es Le0  Le1 Le2  : : : .
Note that both translations preserve recursivity of the
learning functions.
Following Lange and Zeugmann's (1993) treatment of
identi cation of indexed families of recursive languages,
we distinguish three senses in which a learning function
may be said to identify an indexed family of r.e. languages L = Le , given by an index e:

forms, by restricting ' to appropriate spaces of learning
functions.

3 Angluin's theorem
As Angluin (1980b) points out, a major diculty in trying for identi cation from only positive data is the problem of `overgeneralization'. If ever the learner makes a
guess that is overly general, i.e., conjectures a proper
superset of the true answer, then no counterexample
will occur that will tell the learner to abandon that
guess. Angluin's (1980b) condition characterizing when
an indexed family of recursive languages is identi able
is stated in terms of the notion of a nite telltale set . A
telltale set for language L in the family can be thought
of as sucient evidence to conjecture L.

Denition 1 Let L be a class of languages, and let L
be a language in L. A nite set D is a telltale set for L
in L if the following condition holds:

D L ^ 8L0 2 L(D L0 ! L0 6 L):

As Angluin puts it, the point of the telltale set is that
once all its elements have appeared, the learner need not
fear overgeneralization in guessing L. Even if the true
answer is not L, it cannot be a proper subset of L, so the
learner will eventually see a conict between the data
and L, and can change its guess. Angluin's condition
characterizing identi ability of an indexed family L of
recursive languages requires that for each language L in
L, there is a telltale set for L in L. It moreover requires
that there is an eective way of enumerating, given an
index for a L in L, some telltale set for L, but here it is
instructive to focus on the rst aspect of the condition.
The existence of a telltale set for each language exactly
characterizes non-eective identiability , i.e., identi ability by an arbitrary, possibly non-recursive, learning
function (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein 1986).

(E) ' identi es L with respect to e, the given index.
This corresponds to what Lange and Zeugmann
(1993) call exact learning .
(P) ' identi es L with respect to some f such that
L = Lf . This corresponds to what Lange and Zeugmann (1993) call class-preserving learning . It's the
same thing as saying that ' is prudent and exactly
identi es L, in the terminology of Osherson, Stob,
and Weinstein (1986).

Theorem 2 Let L = f Li j i 2 N g be any class of r.e.
languages. Then L is non-eectively identiable if and
only if for each i 2 N, there is a telltale set Di for Li

(C) ' identi es L in the usual sense. This is what Lange
and Zeugmann (1993) call class-comprising learning . ' need not be prudent nor exactly identify L
in Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein's (1986) sense.

in L.

For the suciency half of the proof, suppose that for
each i, Di is a telltale set for Li in L. Consider:

Identi cation in the rst sense is really a relation between a learning function and an indexing of a family of
r.e. languages. The other two notions do not care which
indexing is used to specify the family, as long as it is
an indexed family. Corresponding to the three senses
of identi cation, there are three senses in which an indexed family of r.e. languages (given by a certain index)
is identi able by a recursive function. More restricted
notions of identi ability can also be considered in three

(1)
'() ' i(Di rng() ^ rng() Li ):
For simplicity, we interpret ''s conjecture i to mean the
language Li , rather than Wi . The strategy of ' is to
conjecture the rst language Li , if any, such that Li is

consistent with the data seen so far and the elements of
its telltale set Di have already appeared in the data. To
see that ' identi es L, take any L 2 L, and let t be a
3

Lemma 6 Let ' be a learning function dened by

text for L. Let i be the least natural number such that
L = Li . We show that ' converges on t to i. Note that
for every j < i, either Dj 6 L or L 6 Lj . Thus, we can
nd m such that:
(i) Di rng(tm ),
(ii) for every j < i such that Dj L, rng(tm ) 6 Lj .
It is then easy to see that for all n  m, '(tn ) ' i.

'() ' i A( i (i)), where A is a recursive predicate

and is a limiting recursive function. Then there is a
recursive learning function  such that for any text t,
if nlim
!1 '(tn )#, then nlim
!1 '(tn ) ' nlim
!1 (tn ).
Proof. Let F be a total recursive function such that
for all i, (i) ' nlim
!1 F (i n). De ne  as follows:

() ' i lh() A( i F (i lh())):
We show that  satis es the required property. Suppose
that ' converges on text t to index i. Then there is an m
such that for all n  m, A(tn  i (i)) and for all j < i,
:A(tn  j (j )). Take m0  m such that for all j i and
for all n  m0 , F (j n) = (j ). Then for all n  m0 , we
have '(tn ) ' (tn ). As ',  converges on t to i.
a

The necessity half is proved using Blum and Blum's
(1975) Locking Sequence Lemma (see also Osherson,
Stob, and Weinstein 1986).

Denition 3 A nite sequence  is said to be a locking

sequence for r.e. set L and learning function ' if:
(i) rng() L (ii) '()# (iii) L = W'() ,
(iv) 8 (rng( ) L ! '() ' '(^  )).

The learning function in (2) satis es the conditions in
Lemma 6, so there is a recursive learning function that
does the job of (2) if is limiting recursive. It is useful
to see how such a recursive learning function can be
n
n
explicitly de ned. Let Di = (i) = nlim
!1 Di , where Di
is computable from n and i. Then an application of the
proof of Lemma 6 to the learning function in (2) gives:
() ' i lh()(Dilh() rng() ^ rng() Li ) (3)
With the assumptions at hand, (3) is a recursive learning function which identi es L. To sum up the foregoing, we have
Theorem 7 (Angluin) An indexed family of recursive
languages L = f Li j i 2 N g is identiable by a recursive function if and only if there is a limiting recursive
function with Di = (i) a telltale set for Li in L.
Our statement of Angluin's theorem is slightly different from hers. Angluin (1980b) requires the set
f hi xi j x 2 Di g to be r.e. This strengthening does
not addSanything, however. If Din is as above, then
Di0 = ( n Din ) \ Li is also a telltale set for Li in L.
Clearly, f hi xi j x 2 Di0 g is r.e.

Lemma 4 (Blum and Blum) If a learning function

' identies a language L, there is a locking sequence
for ' and L. Moreover, if ' is recursive, there is a
limiting recursive function such that for all i, if '
identies Wi , then (i) is the least locking sequence for
' and Wi .
The necessity half of Theorem 2 is then an easy consequence of the following observation.

Lemma 5 Let ' identify L, and let  be locking for '
and L. Then rng() is a telltale set for L in L.

Let us now consider Angluin's theorem in its original `effective' form. Note that the learning function (1) is in
general not recursive. There are three reasons for this:
(i) the de nition contains an unbounded -operator, (ii)
Di may not be eectively found from i, and (iii) the condition rng() Li may not be decidable. Angluin's restriction to indexed families of recursive languages may
be understood as a way of making (1) recursive. In
an indexed family of recursive languages the condition
rng() Li becomes decidable. The problems (i) and
(ii) can also be overcome by modifying the de nition
(1) slightly. Note that since L is an indexed family, an
r.e. index of Li can be computed from i. Then the second part of the Locking Sequence Lemma (Lemma 4)
together with Lemma 5 implies that for L to be identiable by a recursive function, there must be a limiting
recursive function such that for each i, (i) is a telltale set for Li in L. Given such , we can rewrite (1) as
follows:
'() ' i( (i) rng() ^ rng() Li ) (2)
The learning function de ned this way may still not be
recursive, but this de nition is in fact good enough, by
the following lemma:

4 Angluin's theorem for indexed
families of r.e. sets
It is easy to see that one half of Angluin's theorem holds
of indexed families of r.e. languages: if an indexed family
of r.e. languages L = f Li j i 2 N g is identi able by
a recursive function, then there is a limiting recursive
function that maps each i to a telltale set for Li in L.
The other direction fails in the following example.
Example 8 Let L = f K fig j i 2 N g. For each i, fig
is a telltale set for K fig, which is trivially computable
from i. However, L is not identi able by a recursive
function (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein 1986).
4

(ii) for every j < i, if Dj
D rng(tm ).

The reason that Angluin's condition is not sucient in
the case of identi cation of indexed families of r.e. languages is that the learning function de ned in (3) is
no longer guaranteed to be recursive since the second
conjunct rng() Li may not be decidable. Informally
speaking, in the case of indexed families of recursive languages, any conict between the data and the conjecture
can be recognized by the learner, but in the r.e. case, a
special condition must obtain to enable the learner to
detect such conicts. We characterize this additional
condition in terms of the presence of warning sets .

L, then for some D 2 Ej ,

Then it is easy to see that for all n  m, '(tn ) ' i.

a

In our theorem characterizing when an indexed family
of r.e. languages is identi able, we demand that Ei be
an r.e. set of nite sets whose r.e. index is computable in
the limit from i. This, together with the assumption on
Di as before, turns out to be necessary and sucient.
In the necessity half of Angluin's theorem, telltale sets
were taken to be the ranges of locking sequences, and
this works for the r.e. case as well. As for warning
sets, we can take them to be the ranges of unlocking
sequences .

Denition 9 A nite set D is a warning set for L if
D 6 L.

Denition 10 Let L be a class of languages, and let L

be a language. A set E of nite sets is a collection of
warning sets for L in L if the following conditions hold:

Denition 12 A nite sequence  is an unlocking sequence for ' and  if and only if '() 6' '(^  ).
Lemma 13 Let  be a locking sequence for ' and L.

(i) 8D(D 2 E ! D 6 L). (E must consist of warning
sets for L.)
(ii) 8L0 2 L(L0 ; L 6=  ! 9D(D 2 E ^ D L0 ). (Each
L0 2 L must contribute to E a warning set for L if
it can.)

(i) If  is an unlocking sequence for ' and , then
rng( ) 6 L.

(ii) If rng() L0 6= L and ' identies L0, then there
is an unlocking sequence  for ' and  such that
rng( ) L0 .

A collection of warning sets is in general an in nite set
of nite sets. Note that a collection of warning sets always exists, unlike telltale sets. That is why it doesn't
gure in the watered-down version of Angluin's theorem characterizing non-eective identi ability of arbitrary language classes.
Let L = f Li j i 2 N g be a class of languages. De ne a
(possibly non-recursive) learning function ' as follows:

We are now ready to state our main theorem.

Theorem 14 An indexed family of r.e. languages L =
f Li j i 2 N g is identiable by a recursive function

if and only if there are a limiting recursive function
mapping each i to a nite set Di and a limiting recursive function " mapping i to an index ei for an r.e. set
Ei = Wei of nonempty nite sets, satisfying:

'() ' i(Di rng()^:9D(D2Ei ^D rng())) (4)
The above de nition replaces the condition rng() Li
in (1) by :9D(D 2 Ei ^ D rng()). If Di is a telltale
set for Li in L and Ei is a collection of warning sets for
Li in L for every i, then we can show that ' identi es
L. In fact, a slightly weaker condition on Ei turns out

(i) 8i(Di is a telltale set for Li in L)
(ii) 8i8D(D 2 Ei ! D 6 Li ) and
(iii) 8i j (Di Lj ^ Lj ;Li 6=  ! 9D(D 2 Ei ^ D Lj )).

to be sucient.

Lemma 11 Let ' be as dened in (4). Suppose that
for each i 2 N, Di is a telltale set for Li in L, and Ei
is a collection of warning sets for Li in f Lj j Di Lj g.
Then ' identies L.

Note that the conditions (ii) and (iii) say that Ei is a
collection of warning sets for Li in f Lj j Di Lj g.
Proof. ()). Suppose ' is a recursive learning function

that identi es L. Since there is a uniform enumeration
procedure for all Li , the Locking Sequence Lemma gives
a limiting recursive function such that for all i, (i)
is a locking sequence for ' and Li . De ne the limiting
recursive functions and " by

Proof. Let t be a text for L 2 L with i least such that
Li = L. We show that ' converges on t to i. Note that
for every j < i, if Dj L, L ; Lj 6=  by the property of

telltale sets. For any such j , there is a D L such that
D 2 Ej . Thus, we can nd an m such that:

(i) = rng( (i))
W"(i) = f rng( ) j '( (i)) 6' '( (i)^  ) g:

(i) Di rng(tm ),
5

By Lemma 5, Di = (i) satis es (i). Lemma 13 implies
that Ei = W"(i) satis es (ii) and (iii).
((). De ne a learning function ' as follows:
'() ' i( (i) rng() ^
(5)
:9D(D 2 W"(i) ^ D rng( )))
Let e be such that Li = Lei . By Lemma 11,
 G(e '()) identi es L (with respect to e). This
learning function is not in general recursive, but a slight
complication of Lemma 6 shows that it can be turned
into a recursive learning function which identi es L.

by Lemma 15, but it is easy to rewrite it in such a way
that Lemma 15 can apply to it:

'() ' i( (i) rng() ^
(6)
:9n9D(D 2 W"(i)n ^ D rng( ))
Note that 9D(D 2 Wxn ^ D
predicate persistent in .

rng()) is a recursive
a

Let us see how the proof of Lemma 15 gives an explicit de nition of a recursive learning function  that
identi es L. Let Di and ei be as in Theorem 14, and
let Din and eni , computable from i and n, be such that
n
n
lim Dn = Di and nlim
n!1 i
!1 ei = ei . Write Ei for Weni n .
Then an application of Lemma 15 to ' in (5) gives:

Lemma 15 Let ' be a learning function dened by
'()

' i(A( i (i)) ^ :9y B ( i  (i) y )), where
and  are limiting recursive functions, A and B are
recursive predicates, and B is `persistent' in the rst
argument in the following sense:
8 8 8i8x8y (B ( i x y ) ! B ( ^  i x y )):

() ' i lh()(Dilh() rng() ^
(7)
lh() ^ D rng( )))
:9D(D 2 Ei
Thus,  G(e '()) is a recursive learning function
which identi es L with respect to e.
As in the case of Angluin's theorem, Theorem 14 implies
that if its characterizing condition holds of one indexing
of a family, it holds of any other indexing of it. Note
also that  G(e ()) de ned by (7) identi es L with
respect to e. So we have

Then there is a recursive  such that for any text t, if
nlim
!1 '(tn )#, then nlim
!1 '(tn ) ' nlim
!1 (tn ).

Proof. Let total recursive F and G be such that for all
i, (i) ' nlim
!1 F (i n) and  (i) ' nlim
!1 G(i n). We show

that the recursive function  de ned as follows satis es
the required property.
() ' i lh()(A( i F (i lh())) ^
:9y lh( ) B ( i G(i lh( )) y )):
Suppose that ' converges on text t to index i. Then
there is an m such that for all n  m, the following
hold: A(tn  i (i)) ^ :9y B (tn  i  (i) y), and moreover
for all j < i, either :A(tn  i (i)) or 9y B (tn  i  (i)).
For j < i, we distinguish two cases:
Case 1. For all n  m, :A(tn  j (j )).
Case 2. For some n  m, 9y B (tn  j  (j ) y).
Let m0  m be large enough to insure that:

Corollary 16 An indexed family of r.e. languages

is identiable if and only if it is identiable w.r.t. e.

Le

Thus, the three senses for recursive identi ability of an
indexed family of r.e. languages amount to the same
thing. Nevertheless, it is important to distinguish (E),
(P), and (C), as they can lead to dierent notions of
identi ability when learning functions are required to
behave in a certain restricted way. One such restriction
is conservativity, which will be discussed in Section 6.
The situation is parallel to the case of indexed families
of recursive languages.1

(i) for all j i and for all n  m0 , F (j n) = (j ) and
G(j n) =  (j ),
(ii) for all j < i such that Case 2 obtains, there are
n y m0 such that B (tn  j  (j ) y).

5 Finite fatness
Angluin's theorem has led to the discovery of a number
of sucient conditions for identi ability of indexed families of recursive languages that are easy to apply and
useful (Angluin 1980b, Wright 1989).

For n  m0 , A(tn  i F (i n)) ^ :9y n B (tn  i G(i n) y)
holds by (i), and for all j < i such that Case 1 obtains,
:A(tn  j F (j n)). Conditions (i) and (ii) and the persistence of B ensure that for all j < i such that Case 2 obtains, for all n  m0 , 9y n B (tn  j G(j n) y). Therefore, for all n  m0 , (tn ) ' i.
a

Denition 17 A class of languages L is of nite thickness if for every nite D 6= , f L 2 L j D L g is nite.

1
Another easy corollary to Theorem 14 is that an indexed
family consisting solely of in nite r.e. languages is identi able by a recursive function if and only if it is identi able by
a set-driven recursive function (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein 1986).

We go back to the proof of Theorem 14. The learning
function ' in (5) does not quite have the form required
6

Denition 22 A class of languages L is said to have
nite fatness if every L 2 L has a strict telltale set D
in L, i.e., for all L0 2 L, D L0 implies L L0 ), and,

Denition 18 (i) A class of languages

L is said to
have innite elasticity if there are an in nite sequence
s0  s1  s2  : : : of natural numbers and an in nite sequence
L0  L1 L2  : : : of languages in L such that for all n 2 N,
sn 62 Ln and fs0  : : :  sn g Ln+1 .
(ii) A class L of languages is said to have nite elasticity
if it does not have in nite elasticity.

moreover each L 2 L is contained in only nitely many
other languages in L.
It is easy to see that a class of languages has nite fatness if and only if for each L 2 L there exists a nite
subset D of L such that f L0 2 L j D L0 g is nite.

Finite thickness implies nite elasticity. Extending
Angluin's result about nite thickness, Wright (1989)
proves the following useful theorem, explicitly relying
on Angluin's theorem.2

Theorem 23 Let L be a class of r.e. languages which is
r.e. indexable without repetition. If L has nite fatness,
it is identiable by a recursive function.

Theorem 19 (Wright) Let L be an indexed family of
recursive languages that has nite elasticity. Then
identiable by a recursive function.

L

Proof. Let L0 L1  L2  : : : be an r.e. indexing of L such
that for i 6= j , Li 6= Lj . Let F be a total recursive function such that Li = WF (i) . We show that L satis es the

is

condition in Theorem 14 with respect to the indexing
L0  L1 L2  : : : .
First, we show a limiting recursive procedure computing
a nite subset Di0 of Li such that f j j Di0 Lj g is nite.
The fact that the predicate P (i n) de ned by

The indexed family of r.e. languages in Example 8 has
nite elasticity so it follows that nite elasticity is not a
sucient condition for identi ability of indexed families
of r.e. languages. As the following example shows, even
nite thickness is not sucient in the r.e. case.3

Example 20 The languages L2j = f hj xi j x 2 N g and
L2j+1 = f hj xi j 8y x 'j (y)# g determine an indexed
family of r.e. languages L = f Li j i 2 N g with nite

P (i n) , jf j j WF (i)n WF (j) gj  n

thickness. Suppose L is identi able by a recursive function '. We get a contradiction. Let be the limiting recursive `telltale function' given by Theorem 14. Then we
have L2j = L2j+1 if and only if (2j ) L2j+1 . The latter condition is r.e. in , and hence it is 02 . This means
that f j j L2j = L2j+1 g is 02 . However, L2j = L2j+1 if
and only if Wj = N, and f j j Wj = N g is known to be
02 -complete, a contradiction.

is r.e. makes mi = n :P (i n), which always exists because L has nite fatness, computable in the limit from
i. Also, Di0 = WF (i)mi is computable in the limit from
i, as is the nite set Ji = f j j j 6= i ^ Di0 Lj g. Next,
note that for i 6= j ,

Note that the two families in Examples 8 and 20 fail to
be identi able for dierent reasons. The former lacks
a limiting recursive `warning function', and the latter
lacks a limiting recursive telltale function.

this, let

dij = x(x 2 (Li ; Lj ) (Lj ; Li ))
always exists by assumption. Moreover, dij is computable in the limit given i and j with i 6= j . To see
dnij ' x(x 2 (WF (i)n ; WF (j)n ) (WF (j)n ; WF (i)n )):
n
Then dij = nlim
!1 dij . Finally, we show that a telltale set
Di for Li in L and a nite set Ei such that

Denition 21 A class of r.e. languages L is said to be
r.e. indexable without repetition if it has an r.e. indexing
L0  L1 L2  : : : such that i 6= j implies Li 6= Lj .

It is not really hard to see that a class L is r.e. indexable
without repetition if it has an indexing L0  L1  L2 : : :
such that f hi j i j Li 6= Lj g is r.e.
It can be shown that if a class of r.e. languages has
nite thickness and is moreover r.e. indexable without
repetition, it is identi able by a recursive function. In
fact, if a class is r.e. indexable without repetition, a
condition much weaker than nite thickness is sucient
for identi ability by a recursive function.



Ei \ Li = , and



i 6= j ^ Di Lj ! Ei \ Lj 6= 

are both computable in the limit from i, Di0 , and Ji .
Since the limiting recursive functions are closed under
composition, the two sets are computable in the limit
from i. Di and f fxg j x 2 Ei g, which is also computable in the limit from i, satisfy the conditions in
Theorem 14.
De ne Din as follows:

Wright's original defective de nition of nite elasticity
was later corrected by Motoki, Shinohara and Wright (1991).
3
This example is due to Bas Terwijn.
2

Din = Di0
7

f dnij j j 2 Ji ^ dnij 2 WF (i)n ; WF (j )n g:

n
Din is computable from i n Di0  Ji . Since nlim
!1 dij exists
for j 2 Ji and Ji is nite, it is not hard to see that Di =
lim Dn exists and
n!1 i

are all non-equivalent. The same holds in the case of
indexed families of r.e. languages.
Here we will concentrate on the rst notion of conservative identi ability de ned in terms of (E). It admits of
a natural characterizing condition, which immediately
yields a characterization for the (P) version. So far, we
have not been able to nd a characterization for the (C)
version.
An intriguing fact about the r.e. case is that we can
discern at least three types of conservative-like behavior, which yield equivalent notions of identi ability in
the recursive case but are distinguished from each other
in the r.e. case. They are characterized by successive
strengthenings of the condition in Theorem 14.

Di = Di0 f dij j j 2 Ji ^ dij 2 Li ; Lj g:
If Di0 Lj  Li , then dij 2 Li ; Lj , so dij 2 Di and
Di 6 Lj . This shows that Di is a telltale set for Li in

L,

as desired.
The set Ei can be de ned as the limit of Ein , de ned
below:

Ein = f dnij j j 2 Ji ^ dnij 2 WF (j)n ; WF (i)n g
which is computable from Ji  i n. Again, it is not hard
n
to see that Ei = nlim
!1 Ei exists and

Denition 25 A learning function ' is said to be5 (i)

non-contracting, (ii) conservative, (iii) strictly conservative, respectively, if and only if

Ei = f dij j j 2 Ji ^ dij 2 Lj ; Li g:
Clearly, Ei \ Li = . Note that for j 2 Ji , either
dij 2 Di or dij 2 Ei , but not both. If i 6= j and
Di Lj , then j 2 Ji and dij 62 Di , so dij 2 Ei . Thus, Ei

satis es the required properties.

(i) 8  ('()# ^ '(^  )# ! W'() 6 W'(^  ) )

(ii) 8 x('()#^ rng(^hxi) W'() ! '(^hxi)''())

a

(iii) 8 x('()# ^ x 2 W'() !'(^ hxi) ' '()):

Obviously, nite thickness implies nite fatness. Neither
nite fatness nor nite elasticity implies the other.4 We
cannot replace nite fatness by nite elasticity in Theorem 23, as the following example shows.

Note that these restrictions all imply that the learner
never overgeneralizes on a text for a language it identies. That is, if ' satis es one of the three restrictions
and if ' identi es L, then for all texts t for L, it is never
the case that W'(tn)  L.
A strictly conservative learning function is conservative,
so trivially, identi ability by a strictly conservative recursive function implies identi ability by a conservative
recursive function. We will show that identi ability by
a conservative recursive function w.r.t. the given index implies identi ability by a non-contracting recursive function w.r.t. the same index. Neither of these
implications can be reversed.

Example 24 Let
L0 = 
f h0 xi j x 2 K g
fig g
if i 62 K ,
Li+1 = ff hh00 xxii jj xx 22 K
K g fh1 iig if i 2 K .
Thus, L = f Li j i 2 N g is a family of r.e. languages
r.e. indexable without repetition. This L has nite elasticity, but not nite fatness, and is not identi able by a
recursive function since it contains an isomorphic copy
of the family in Example 8.

6.1 Characterizations

6 Conservativity and related
restrictions

We start in the middle, with conservative identi ability. Recall Zeugmann, Lange, and Kapur's (1992, 1995)
characterization of conservative identi ability in the recursive case, which we state as follows:

Zeugmann, Lange, and Kapur (1992, 1995) show a way
of modifying Angluin's characterizing condition to characterize conservative identi ability of indexed families of
recursive languages. Here, we modify the condition in
Theorem 14 to characterize conservative identi ability
of indexed families of r.e. languages. Lange and Zeugmann (1993) show in the case of indexed families of
recursive languages that the three notions of conservative identi ability de ned in terms of (E), (P), and (C)

Theorem 26 (Zeugmann, Lange, and Kapur)

Let e be an index for a total recursive function, and
5
There are weaker versions of these de nitions, where '
is required to behave in the prescribed way only on texts
for languages in the class to be identi ed. The proofs of all
theorems below go through with this modi cation, except
for that of Theorem 29. Jain and Sharma (1994) show in
the case of the (C) version of conservative identi ability the
two variants to be equivalent .

Finite elasticity does imply that each language in the
class has a strict telltale set.
4

8

write Li for Lei . The indexed family of recursive languages L = f Li j i 2 N g is identiable w.r.t. e by a conservative recursive function if and only if there is a partial recursive function such that f Li j (i)# g = L and
(i), if dened, is a telltale set for Li in L.

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

In the recursive case, the same condition characterizes
both non-contracting and strictly conservative identi ability, the three restrictions amount to the same thing:

f Li j i 2 I g = L
8i 2 I (Di

is a telltale set for Li in L)
8i 2 I 8D(D 2 Ei ! D 6 Li )
8i 2 I 8j (Di Lj ^ Lj ; Li 6=  ! 9D(D 2 Ei ^
D Lj )):

Proof. ()). The idea is essentially the same as Zeug-

mann, Lange, and Kapur's (1992, 1995) proof. Suppose
' is a conservative recursive function and ' identi es L
with respect to e. The crucial observation is

Theorem 27 Let L = Le be an indexed family of re-

cursive languages, and let ' be a non-contracting recursive learning function that identies L with respect to e.
Then there is a strictly conservative recursive learning
function  that identies L with respect to e.



Proof. Since L is a family of recursive languages, we

For all i 2 N, if '() ' G(e i) and rng()
then  is a locking sequence for ' and Li .

Li ,

De ne

can assume without loss of generality that for all , if
'()#, rng() W'() . De ne  as follows:

8
>
<
(i) ' >
:

if h si is the least pair such that
'() ' G(e i) and
rng() WG(ei)s ,
unde ned if there is no such pair.
is partial recursive, and since ' identi es L with respect to e, f Li j i 2 dom( ) g = L. Then and "
de ned by



()# and x 2 W() ,
(^ hxi) ' '((^) hxi) ifotherwise.
This de nition makes  strictly conservative. Like ', 
is consistent in the sense that if '()#, rng() W'() ,
and  is also recursive since Le is an indexed family of
recursive languages and rng() rng(') f G(e i) j
i 2 N g. Let t be a text for L 2 L. Since ' identi es L,
' must converge to an index i such that L = Wi . Let m
be such that 8n  m('(tn ) ' i). We show that  also
converges to an index for L on t. First, note that for all
n, (tn ) ' '(tn0 ) for some n0 n. Note also that since
' is non-contracting, for all n, W'(tn ) 6 L. It follows
that for all n, W(tn ) 6 L holds as well. There are two

(i) ' rng( (i))
W"(i) = f rng( ) j '( (i)) 6' '( (i)^  ) g if (i)#
satisfy the required properties.
((). This direction is slightly more complex than in
the recursive case. Suppose that and " are partial
recursive functions satisfying (i){(iv), and let k be such
that Wk = I = dom( ) = dom("). We write I s for Wks .
De ne a learning function  as follows:

cases to consider.
Case 1. (tn;1 ) 6' (tn ) for some n  m. Then it must
be that (tn ) ' '(tn ) ' i. It follows that for all n0  n,
(tn0 ) ' i.
Case 2. There is an m0 < m such that for all n  m0 ,
(tn ) ' (tm0 ). Since '(tn )# for all n  m, it must be
that (tm0 )#. Since  is consistent, L W(tm0 ) . Since
L 6 W(tm0 ) , we have W(tm0 ) = L. So  converges to
an index for L on t.
Since rng() rng('),  identi es L w.r.t. e.
a

() ' i lh()(i 2 I lh() ^ (i) rng() ^
:9D(D 2 W"(i)lh() ^ D rng( ))):
As in the proof of Theorem 14, one can see that
 G(e ()) identi es L with respect to e, using condition (i). This learning function is not necessarily conservative, but one can de ne a conservative learning function in terms of it. Note that  never overgeneralizes:
If t is a text for some Lj 2 L, then for all n, '(tn ) ' i
implies Lj 6 Li . This is so because if '() ' i, rng()
must include a telltale set for Li in L.
De ne a learning function ' by
8i
if '() ' i and
>
<
:9D(D 2 W"(i)lh(^ hxi) ^
^
'( hxi) ' >
D rng(^ hxi)),
: ^
( hxi) otherwise.
Note that the condition for the rst case is decidable,
since if '() ' i, then "(i)#. This de nition guarantees

Our characterization of conservative identi ability in
the r.e. case is a natural analogue of Zeugmann, Lange,
and Kapur's theorem.

Theorem 28 Let L = Le be an indexed family of r.e.

languages, and write Li for Lei . L is identiable with
respect to e by a conservative recursive function if and
only if there are partial recursive functions and " with
a common domain I , and maps i 2 I to a nite set
Di , and " maps i 2 I to an index ei for an r.e. set
Ei = Wei of nonempty nite sets, satisfying:

9

Proof of the Claim. If Lj is in nite, let t be a
strictly increasing text for Lj . Since ' must converge
on ^ t to an index for Lj , there must be an m such
that '() 6' '(^ tm ). If Lj is nite, let  be the strictly
increasing nite sequence such that rng( ) = Lj . Let

' to be conservative. We show that whenever  converges to j on text t for Lj , ' converges on t to some
i such that Li = Lj . It then follows that  G(e '())
identi es L with respect to e and is conservative.
Let t be a text for some L 2 L and suppose  converges
on t to some j such that Lj = L. By the de nition of
', for all n 2 N, '(tn ) ' (tn0 ) for some n0 n, and
if '(tn ) 6' '(tn+1 ), then '(tn+1 ) ' (tn+1 ). Since 
never overgeneralizes, nor does '. Let m be such that
for all n  m, (tn ) ' j . We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. For some m0  m, '(tm0 ) ' (tm0 ). Then by
the de nition of  and ', it is easy to see that for all
n  m0 , '(tn ) ' j .
Case 2. There is an m0 < m such that '(tm0 ) ' i and
for all n  m0 , '(tn ) ' i. By the de nitions of  and ',
(i)# and (i) rng(tm0 ). So Di Lj . Since ' never
overgeneralizes and t is a text for Lj , Li 6 Lj . Also, for
all n  m0 , we have :9D(D 2 W"(i)n ^ D rng(tn )).
This implies :9D(D 2 W"(i) ^ D Lj ). From this and
Di Lj , using condition (iv) on ", we get Lj ; Li = ,
that is, Li  Lj . So Li = Lj .
a

t be the text x x x : : : , where x is the rst element
of . Learner ' must converge on ^  ^ t to an index
for Lj . If '() ' '(^  ), then ' converges on this
text to an index for Li , because x 2 Li and ' is strictly
conservative. But this is a contradiction, so  must be
an unlocking sequence.

a

Going back to the proof of Theorem 29, let

Ei = f x j 9 ( ^ hxi is strictly increasing ^
'( (i)) ' '( (i)^  ) 6' '( (i)^  ^ hxi)) g:
It is not hard to see that Ei is a recursive set and an

index for its characteristic function is computable from
(i). It remains to show that Ei satis es (iii) and (iv).
Since ' is strictly conservative, if x 2 Ei , x 62 Li . So
(iii) holds. To see that (iv) holds, assume (i) Lj 6=
Li and let  be a shortest strictly increasing unlocking
sequence for ' and (i) with rng( ) Lj , which exists
by the above claim. Then the last element x of  must
be in Lj ; Li .
((). Suppose that and " are partial recursive functions satisfying (i){(iv), and let k be such that Wk =
I = dom( ) = dom("). We write I s for Wks . Let

Next we turn to strict conservativity. The characterizing condition for strict conservative identi ability of
course implies that for conservative identi ability.

Theorem 29 Let L = Le be an indexed family of r.e.

languages, and write Li for Lei . L is identiable with
respect to e by a strictly conservative recursive function
if and only if there are partial recursive functions and
" with a common domain I , and maps i 2 I to a nite
set Di , and " maps i 2 I to an index ei for the characteristic function of a recursive set Ei , satisfying the
following conditions:

() ' i lh()(i 2 I lh() ^ (i) rng() ^
:9x(x 2 rng( ) ^ '"(i) (x) = 1)):
De ne a learning function ' as follows:

'() ' i and '"(i) (x) = 0,
^
'( hxi) ' i(^ hxi) ifotherwise.
Then  G(e '()) is strictly conservative and identies L with respect to e. We omit the details.
a

(i) f Li j i 2 I g = L
(ii) 8i 2 I (Di is a telltale set for Li in L)
(iii) 8i 2 I (Ei \ Li = )
(iv) 8i 2 I 8j (Di Lj ^ Lj ; Li 6=  ! Ei \(Lj ; Li ) 6= ):

Finally, we present a condition characterizing noncontracting identi ability. The theorem implies that
conservative identi ability with respect to some index
implies non-contracting identi ability with respect to
the same index, which is not immediately clear from
the de nitions.

Proof. ()). Suppose ' is a strictly conservative re-

cursive function and ' identi es L with respect to e.
As in the proof of Theorem 28, we can nd a partial
recursive function such that f Li j i 2 dom( ) g = L
and (i) is a locking sequence for ' and Li , if de ned.
As before, we can take (i) ' rng( (i)). To construct
the required recursive set Ei , we make use of the fact
that ' is strictly conservative.

Theorem 30 Let L = Le be an indexed family of r.e.
languages, and write Li for Lei . L is identiable with
respect to e by a non-contracting recursive function if
and only if there are a partial recursive function  mapping each i 2 dom( ) to a nite set Bi , a limiting recursive function mapping each i to a nite set Di ,
and a limiting recursive function " mapping each i to
an index ei for an r.e. set Ei of nonempty nite sets,
satisfying the following properties:

Claim. Let  be a locking sequence for ' and Li, and

rng() Lj 6= Li . Then there is a strictly increasing unlocking sequence  for ' and  such that rng( ) Lj .
10

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

let i be the least such that L = Li and  (i)#. We have
noted that  converges on t to i, so let m be such that
8n  m( (tn ) ' i). Let J = f j j 9n < m('(tn ) ' j ) g.
By the de nitions of  and ', for all j 2 J ,  (j )# and
 (j ) Li . So we can take an m0  m large enough
that for all j 2 J fig,  (j ) WG(ei)m0 . Then for all
n  m0 , '(tn ) ' i. So ' converges on t to i.
a

f Li j i 2 dom( ) g = L
8i 2 dom( )(Bi
8i(Di

is a telltale set for Li in L)

is a telltale set for Li in L)

8i(D 2 Ei ! D 6

L i )
8i8j (Di Lj ^ Lj ; Li 6=  !
9D(D 2 Ei ^ D Lj )):

Since the condition in Theorem 28 obviously implies
that in Theorem 30, the not immediately obvious fact
follows that if Le is identi able with respect to e by
a conservative recursive function, it is identi able with
respect to e by a non-contracting recursive function.

Proof. ()). This direction is easy. Let ' be a non-

contracting recursive function identifying L with respect
to e. Since the conditions on and " are identical to
those in Theorem 14, we only need to worry about  .
Note that if '() ' G(e i) and rng() Li ,  may not
be a locking sequence for ' and Li , but rng() must be
a telltale set for Li in L. For, if rng() Lj  Li and t
is a text for Lj , then for all n, W'(^ tn ) 6= Lj because '
is non-contracting. This means that ' fails to identify
Lj on ^ t, a text for Lj .
So we can de ne  as follows:
8 rng()
if h si is the least pair such that
>
<
'() ' G(e i) and
 (i) ' >
rng() WG(ei)s ,
:
unde ned if there is no such pair.

6.2 Separations
We now show that the three restrictions we have introduced indeed lead to non-equivalent notions of identiability. Wherever possible, we will state the results
in the most informative form, comparing identi ability
with respect to an index by a learning function satisfying a weaker restriction with identi ability simpliciter
by a learning function satisfying a stronger restriction.

Theorem 31 There is an indexed family of r.e. lan-

guages L = Le which is identiable by a recursive function (with respect to e), but not identiable by a noncontracting recursive function.

((). Let  , , and " be functions satisfying the required
properties, and let k be such that  = 'k . We write
 s (i) for 'ks (i). Let Din and eni, computable from i
and n, be such that nlim
Din = Di and nlim
eni = ei .
!1
!1
Write Ein for Weni n . De ne

Proof. Let
L = fD j D

K ^ D is nite g

fK

fxg j x 62 K g:

To see that L is an indexed family, rst note that the
set A = f D j D K ^ D is nite g is r.e. So there
is a total recursive function G such that rng(G) = A.
Let F be a total recursive function that turns a nite
set into an r.e. index of it, and de ne L2i = WF (G(i)) .
Then f L2i j i 2 N g = f Dj D K ^ D is nite g. Next,
let x0 62 K , and let H be a total recursive function such
that

() ' i lh()( lh() (i)# ^  (i) rng() ^
Dilh() rng() ^
lh() ^ D rng( ))):
:9D(D 2 Ei
The de nition of  is more complex than the de nition
of ' in the (() direction of the proof of Theorem 14,
but it is not hard to see that on any text t for some
L 2 L, ' converges to the least i such that L = Li and
 (i)#. So  G(e ()) identi es L with respect to e.
We haven't made  non-contracting, but with the help
of  , we can weed out all oending guesses of  to obtain

y 2 WH (x) , y 2 K _ y = x _ (x 2 K ^ y = x0 ):
Then


fxg if x 62 K ,
WH (x) = K
K fx0 g if x 2 K .
If we de ne L2i+1 = WH (i) , then L0  L1  L2 : : : is a uniformly r.e. sequence and L = f Li j i 2 N g.

a non-contracting learning function. De ne
8i
if () ' i and for all initial
>
<
segments  of ,
'() ' >
'
( ) ' j !  (j ) WG(ei)lh() ,
:
unde ned otherwise.
Note that the condition in the rst case is decidable. If
'() ' j and '(^  ) ' i, then  (j ) Li , so Li 6 Lj .
Thus ' is non-contracting. To see that ' identi es L
with respect to e, let t be a text for some L 2 L, and

The class L can be identi ed by the following strategy:
On input , conjecture rng() if all elements in rng()
can be shown to be in K within lh() steps otherwise,
conjecture K fxg, where x is the element that appears
rst in  that is not shown to be in K within lh() steps.
By Corollary 16, L can be identi ed with respect to any
index of it.
11

Proof. Let A and B be nonempty r.e. sets such that

Now suppose ' is a non-contracting recursive function
identifying L. We get a contradiction. Since ' is noncontracting, if rng() K , rng() 6 W'() , for otherwise ' fails to identify rng(). On the other hand, if
x 62 K , ' must converge to an index for K fxg on hxi^ t,
where t is a text for K . So, for some , rng() K and
rng(hxi^ )  W'(hxi^ ) . Thus, we have
x 62 K , 9(rng() K ^ '(hxi^ )# ^
rng(hxi^ )  W'(hxi^ ) ):
But the right-hand side is easily seen to be r.e., contradicting the fact that K is not r.e.
a

A \ B = . Let b0 b1  b2  : : : be a recursive enumeration of B , and de ne L0 = A, Li+1 = A fbi g. Then
L0  L1 L2  : : : is a uniformly r.e. sequence, so there is
an e such that Li = Lei .
There is a conservative recursive function that identi es
Le = f Li j i 2 N g with respect to e. De ne

) bj 2 rng(),
() ' i0 + 1 ifif i:9=j j lh(lh(
) bj 2 rng().
Then  G(e ()) is conservative and identi es Le
with respect to e. Alternatively, if we let D0 = ,
Di+1 = fbig, E0 = f fbig j i 2 N g and Ei+1 = , then Di
and an r.e. index for Ei are computable from i and satisfy the conditions in Theorem 28.
Now suppose that ' is a strictly conservative recursive
function that identi es L. Let  be a locking sequence
for ' and A. Then we have
x 2 A ! '() ' '(^ hxi)
x 2 B ! '() 6' '(^ hxi):
The second implication follows from the fact that ' is
strictly conservative: if x 2 B and '() ' '(^ hxi),
then ' fails to identify A fxg. Since '() ' '(^ hxi)
is decidable, this means that A and B are recursively
separable. Thus, if we take recursively inseparable sets
as A and B , no strictly conservative recursive function
can identify Le .6
a

Theorem 32 There is an indexed family of r.e. lan-

guages L = Le which is identiable by a non-contracting
recursive function with respect to e, but not identiable
by a conservative recursive function with respect to any
index f such that L = Lf .
Proof. Consider the subclass L = f K fxg j x 62 K g of

the class de ned and shown to be identi able by a recursive learner in the proof of Theorem 31. As was shown
in the proof of Theorem 31, L is also an indexed family,
so by Corollary 16, there is a recursive learner  that
identi es L with respect to some e such that L = Le .
But  must be non-contracting, since no two languages
in L stand in the proper inclusion relationship.
Now assume that there is an index f of L and a conservative recursive function ' that identi es L with respect
to f . This assumption leads to a contradiction. Observe
that there must be a  such that rng() K and '()#.
For, if not,
x 62 K , 9(rng() K ^ '(hxi^ )#)
and the right-hand side of this equivalence is r.e., yielding a contradiction. So take a  with rng() K and
'()#. Since W'() 2 L, W'() = K fxg for some
x 62 K . Since rng() K and ' is conservative, for all 
such that rng( ) K fxg, '(^  ) ' '(). Also, for
all y 62 K , ' must converge on ^ hyi^ t to an index for
K fyg, where t is a text for K . This means that for
all y 62 K fxg, there is an n such that '(^ hyi^ tn )#
and '() 6' '(^ hyi^ tn ). So we have
y 62 K fxg , 9 (rng( ) K ^ '(^ hyi^  )# ^
'() 6' '(^ hyi^  ))
which implies that K fxg is r.e. But
y 62 K , y = x _ y 62 K fxg
and the left-hand side is not r.e., so we indeed have a
contradiction.
a

7 Conclusions
We hope to have shown that many research problems
that have arisen out of Angluin's theorem can be extended to the realm of indexed families of r.e. languages,
with added complexity and often ner distinctions.
We think that the study of identi ability of indexed families of r.e. languages, as opposed to arbitrary classes of
r.e. languages, is an interesting subject worthy of further research. The notion of identi cation of an indexed
family of r.e. languages with respect to an index of it is a
natural one. In any concrete language learning problem,
a class of languages is speci ed by an r.e. class of grammars of some kind, and the learner is supposed to output
grammars in the target class. Since the universal membership problem for the type of grammar in question is
at least r.e., any such problem is a problem of identifying an indexed family of r.e. languages with respect to
an index of it in our sense. The notion is also plausible when we view inductive inference from positive data
6
If A and B are recursively separable, then there is a
strictly conservative recursive function that identi es Le
with respect to e, which is an easy application of Theo-

Theorem 33 There is an indexed family of r.e. languages L = Le which is identiable by a conservative
recursive function with respect to e but not identiable
by a strictly conservative recursive function.
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as a model of child language acquisition. According to
an inuential view in linguistics, there is such a thing
as `universal grammar', which characterizes the set of
all possible grammars of human languages. There must
also be a universal `interpreter' which conditions how
mentally represented grammar is put to use. It is quite
natural to think of the former as de ning an r.e. set
of grammars, and the latter as specifying, among other
things, at least a semi-decision procedure for grammaticality.
A nal remark is that the study of identi cation of indexed families of r.e. languages is not a halfway compromise between the special case of indexed families of
recursive languages and the general case of arbitrary
classes of r.e. languages. Firstly, by Fulk's (1990) result, any identi able class of r.e. languages can be extended to an indexed family of r.e. languages identi able with respect to an index of it. So, Theorem 14 is in
a sense completely general. Secondly, the present perspective brings in, more often than not, new problems
and subtlety. For instance, examples separating dierent restrictions on the learner have to be constructed
more carefully when they have to be found among the
r.e. indexable classes than when they can be arbitrary
classes of r.e. languages.
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